WHAT IS HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE IMAGING? AND WHY DO IT?
• Accurate imaging with a high brightness ratio.
-High quality imaging of strong sources 
CLOSURE ERRORS: EXTREME MISMATCHED BANDPASS EXAMPLE
The average amplitudes on each baseline cannot be described in terms of antenna dependent gains 
AVOIDING CLOSURE ERRORS (2)
• Avoid spurious correlations at low total fringe rate -Signals that can correlate: RFI, clipper offsets, pulse cal tones • VLA uses orthogonal Walsh functions to prevent correlation of clipper offsets. EVLA will use small frequency offsets -Happens on short baselines, polar sources and near V=0
• Can even be a problem for VLBI
• Quantization correction (Van Vleck correction)
-At high correlation, ratio of true/measured correlation is nonlinear -This is a digital correlator effect for samples with few bits. -A concern when flux density >10% of SEFD 
